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QUESTION 1

You need to enable the Al/ML project option for a Kubernetes tenant on HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. What Is a
requirement? 

A. That the Kubernetes cluster for the tenant is running Kubernetes version 1.18.6 or above 

B. That the Ezmeral ML Ops Installation package was run on the platform and cluster before the tenant was added 

C. That the platform has enough available Ezmeral ML Ops licenses to match the core quota on the tenant 

D. That the Kubernetes cluster for the tenant has both Spark operator and Istio enabled on it 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

For which use case should you enable Istlo on a Kubernetes cluster? 

A. Preparing complex, stateful applications for deployment on Kubernetes 

B. Ensuring that the cluster is capable of supporting AI/ML workloads and the full AI/ML lifecycle 

C. establishing secure communications between components in a microservtce-based application 

D. deploying Spark. MapReduce. and other big data applications that need data management services 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What Is one way that HPE EzmeralContainer Platform helps customers to reduce costs? 

A. By making it easy to install bare metal Kubernetes hosts and clusters, it eliminates the costs of many virtualization
licenses. 

B. It embeds all control plane functions in the same host systems that run container workers, reducing hardware costs. 

C. It includes its own container orchestration software so that customers do not have to purchase expensive Kubernetes
licenses. 

D. It provides a streamlined solution with fewer components than typical DIY Kubernetes, reducing hardware and
operational costs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

How are resources allocated to EPIC virtual nodes? 
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A. Tenant Admins create and edit flavors to define resource requests, and Tenant Members select the flavors for virtual
nodes they create. 

B. The platform provides three default flavors to define how resources are allocated, and only Site Admins can edit
those flavors. 

C. Site Admins use templates to define resources tor virtual nodes, and Tenant Admins can edit these templates. 

D. Tenant Admins create and edit templates to define how resources are allocated, and Tenant Members can view, use,
and edit those templates. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created a Data Fabric-type Kubernetes cluster on Ezmeral Container Platform. You want to use this cluster\\'s
Data Fabric to provide persistent storage for other Kubernetes clusters on the platform. This storage should include
automatically generated TenantShares and TenantStorages. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the platform\\'s Tenant Storage to HDFS mode; specify the IP address of the Data Fabric cluster\\'s conductor
(master) in the HDFS settings. 

B. Re-run the Ezmeral Container Platform installation file, selecting the "--upgrade" option, and select the embedded
Data Fabric option. 

C. Reference the Data Fabric cluster as the underlying cluster for every Kubernetes Tenant that you create. 

D. Use scripts on the controller to prepare, configure, and register the Data Fabric cluster as the Tenant Storage. 

Correct Answer: A 
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